Recent work suggests that many short-period super-Earth and sub-Neptune planets may have significant spin axis tilts ("obliquities"). When planets are locked in high-obliquity states, the tidal dissipation rate may increase by several orders of magnitude. This intensified heat deposition within the planets' interiors should generate significant structural consequences, including atmospheric inflation leading to larger transit radii. Using up-to-date radius estimates from Gaia Data Release 2, we show evidence for ∼ 50% larger average radii of planets wide of first-order mean-motion resonances, a population of planets with a theorized frequent occurrence of high obliquities. We investigate whether this radius trend could be a signature of obliquity tides. Using an adaptation of the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) stellar evolution toolkit, we model the atmospheric evolution of sub-Neptune-mass planets in response to additional internal heat from obliquity tides. The degree of radius inflation predicted by the models is ∼ 10% − 100% for tidal luminosities 10 −5 of the incident stellar power; this degree of inflation is broadly consistent with the observations and can approximately be described by power law relationships. We present a few case studies of very low density "super-puff" planets -Kepler-79 d, Kepler-31 c, and Kepler-27 b -and show that they are strong candidates for potentially having undergone tidally-induced radius inflation. We also discuss how the discrepancy between the two populations of planets with masses derived from radial velocities and transit timing variations is connected to the radius distribution features we have identified. Altogether, the calculations in this work confirm that tidal dissipation has non-negligible consequences for the structural properties of short-period sub-Neptunes.
INTRODUCTION
NASA's Kepler mission fundamentally altered the paradigm and future outlook of exoplanet science when it showed that sub-Neptune-sized planets on shortperiod orbits (P 100 days) -now often simply termed "Kepler planets" -are ubiquitous (e.g. Borucki et al. 2011; Batalha et al. 2013) . Roughly ∼ 30% − 50% of Sun-like stars contain such planets (Howard et al. 2012; Fressin et al. 2013; Petigura et al. 2013; Winn & Fabrycky 2015; Zhu et al. 2018) .
Although the Kepler prime mission ended in 2013 and the spacecraft has been retired for nearly a year, our understanding of these pervasive yet unfamiliar worlds continues to advance. The recent spectroscopic California-Kepler Survey (CKS, Petigura et al. 2017; Johnson et al. 2017) and the Gaia mission all-sky astrometric survey (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018 ) have significantly improved the radius measurement precision of Kepler host stars and therefore also the transiting planets that orbit NSF Graduate Research Fellow sarah.millholland@yale.edu them. Meanwhile, the usage of transit timing variations (TTVs, Holman & Murray 2005; Agol et al. 2005 ) and high-precision radial velocity (RV) measurements (e.g. Weiss & Marcy 2014) continue to provide quality mass estimates.
Simultaneous with the growth and improvement of the observations, there is an expanding literature of theory aimed at characterizing the interior structures, compositions, and atmospheric evolution of these planets. Inherent degeneracies prohibit full specification of sub-Neptune compositions from their masses and radii alone; the typical densities, which range from ρ ∼ 0.1 − 10 g cm −3 , are frequently consistent with the compositions of both "gas dwarfs" -rocky cores surrounded by envelopes dominated by hydrogen and helium -and "water worlds" -planets dominated by H 2 O ices/fluids (e.g. Adams et al. 2008; Rogers & Seager 2010) .
The favored interpretation is that these sub-Neptunes are gas dwarfs with rocky cores and H/He-dominated envelopes that are typically ∼ 0.05% − 5% (but sometimes 10%) of their total mass (Valencia et al. 2013; Owen & Wu 2013; Lopez & Fortney 2014; Rogers 2015; Wolfgang & Lopez 2015; Chen & Rogers 2016; Owen & Wu 2017; Wu 2019) . A wealth of modeling efforts have improved our understanding of these planets' initial formation and accretion (e.g. Inamdar & Schlichting 2015; Lee & Chiang 2015 , 2016 Ginzburg et al. 2016) , mass loss from irradiation-driven photoevaporation (Valencia et al. 2010; Lopez et al. 2012; Owen & Wu 2013; Lopez & Fortney 2013; Jin et al. 2014; Howe & Burrows 2015) and from the planets' own cooling (Ginzburg et al. 2018; Gupta & Schlichting 2019) , and overall evolution to their present-day structures (Lopez & Fortney 2014; Chen & Rogers 2016; Vazan et al. 2018b) .
In addition to the planet's mass, composition, and stellar irradiation, another influence on the physical structure of a close-in sub-Neptunes is its spin state. It is often assumed that planets with P 100 days have zero axial tilt ("obliquity") and spins that are synchronized due to tides raised on the planets from their host stars. The timescale for this to occur is 10 7 −10 8 yr for planets with P 100 days. Recent work suggests, however, that some (perhaps many) planets in short-period, compact, and nearly-coplanar systems may have significant obliquities due to their intrinsic proximity and resultant capture in secular spin-orbit resonances (Millholland & Laughlin 2019) . These resonances can excite and maintain planetary obliquities at large values even in the presence of tidal dissipation, which is intensified by several orders of magnitude at high obliquity. Millholland & Laughlin (2019) proposed that the enhanced tides at high obliquity ("obliquity tides") could explain the statistical overabundance of systems with pairs of planets just wide of the 3:2 and 2:1 orbital period ratios, the first-order mean-motion resonances (MMRs). Previous theories had shown that this could be dissipation-related, likely tidal (Lithwick & Wu 2012; Batygin & Morbidelli 2013) , and Delisle & Laskar (2014) found an orbital period dependence in the offsets from MMRs that provided stronger evidence for a tidal origin. However, eccentricity tides alone were found to be insufficiently strong to produce the observed effect (Lee et al. 2013; Silburt & Rein 2015) ; the extra dissipation from obliquity tides could be the solution.
The obliquity tides theory of the wide-of-MMR pileup results in two corollaries pertaining to planet structure (Millholland & Laughlin 2019) . First, it leads to an estimation of the typical tidal quality factor of sub-Neptunes, Q ∼ 10 4 , similar to the dissipation efficiencies of Uranus and Neptune (Tittemore & Wisdom 1990; Zhang & Hamilton 2008) . Second, since the wide-of-MMR planets are thought to have preferentially high obliquities, it suggests that obliquity tides may generate observable radius inflation for planets in these states (e.g. Jackson et al. 2008) .
In this paper, we explore the latter idea. We show observational evidence that planets in pairs wide of first-order MMRs have larger average radii. We then employ a thermal evolution model to investigate whether this could be a sign of tidally-induced inflation. Although our specific application is the obliquity tides theory of the near-MMR pile-up, there is also a broader motivation to study the structural impacts of tidal heating, as this extends to any short-period sub-Neptune that maintains a significant eccentricity or obliquity. This paper is organized as follows: We start by examining the planet radius distribution in Section 2 and showing evidence for an enhancement of radii of planets in pairs wide of first-order MMRs. In Section 3, we describe our thermal evolution model, which builds off an existing sub-Neptune model (Chen & Rogers 2016) to include tidal heating. We apply the model in Section 4 to characterize when, where, and how much tides can affect planet structures. In Section 5, we identify and investigate case studies that are strong candidates for having undergone tidal radius inflation. Section 6 is a discussion of further implications of this work, most notably a new appraisal of the discrepancy between the populations of TTV and RV planets. Finally, we summarize and conclude in Section 7.
PLANETS IN PAIRS WIDE OF FIRST-ORDER MMR HAVE LARGER AVERAGE RADII
An important prediction results from the obliquity tides theory of the near-MMR pile-up (Millholland & Laughlin 2019) : Planets in pairs with period ratios wide of MMR should have larger average radii compared to those just inside MMR. This effect was indeed found to be present and statistically significant in the planet population (Millholland & Laughlin 2019) . However, this earlier analysis of the radius distribution utilized data from the NASA Exoplanet Archive 1 , and updated radius estimates are available. The significance of the effect should increase when using a dataset with updated precision. In this section, we show that this true, and we study the effect in greater detail.
We begin with a catalog of 4045 Kepler confirmed and candidate planets from Berger et al. (2018) , who leveraged parallaxes from Gaia DR2 to derive updated radii for these planets. We cross-match this catalog with the Kepler DR 25 KOI Catalog (Thompson et al. 2018 ) obtained via the NASA Exoplanet Archive 1 and remove 120 objects that have false positive dispositions, resulting in 3925 confirmed and candidate planets with Gaiaprecision radii. We extract all multiple planet systems, which are then used to construct the distribution of period ratios of pairs of planets within these systems.
Our goal is to compare the average radii of planets in pairs on either side of the first-order MMRs. However, because there is a slight positive trend between the size of a planet and its period ratio with an adjacent planet (Weiss et al. 2018) , we must compare the radius ratios across the first-order MMRs to typical radius ratios throughout the whole period ratio distribution. To that end, let us calculate the mean planet radii within small bins in the period ratio distribution and take ratios of these mean radii across adjacent bins. We denote this
where x is the period ratio of a planet pair and x i are the bin edges. We take 0.05 width bins and x i ∈ {1, 1.05, 1.1, ..., 3.9, 3.95, 4}, such that bins across the exact 3:2 and 2:1 ratios are included. In addition, we replace the 1.35 bin edge by 1.33, such that two bins (albeit now of slightly unequal widths) bridge the exact 4:3 ratio. We obtain errors on these mean radius ratios using a bootstrapping calculation with 1000 samples of the distribution with replacement. We perform three different versions of this calculation: a version in which the radii of both the inner and outer planets in the pair are involved in the averaging (equation 1), and versions using only the inner or outer planets at a time.
The results of these calculations are shown in Figure  1 . It is clear to see that the ratios of mean radii across adjacent bins on either side of the first-order MMRs are enhanced; that is, r(2/1) and r(3/2), as well as r(4/3) and r(5/4), are all greater than unity. Table 1 shows the values for r(2/1) and r(3/2). The planet sample involved in these near-MMR estimations is reasonablysized; there are 62 and 31 pairs of planets in the bins just outside and inside the 3:2 MMR, respectively, and 37 and 10 pairs just outside and inside the 2:1 MMR. Using Mood's median test, the difference between radii in the bins of width 0.05 on either side of these MMRs is significant with a combined p-value of p ≈ 10 −4 . The mean radius ratio is 1.70 when considering both the 3:2 and 2:1 MMRs simultaneously.
Not only are the mean radius ratios across MMRs greater than 1; they are also enhanced by a greater degree than at any other period ratio. For the calculations using both the inner and outer planets (top panel of Figure 1 and first row of Table 1), r(2/1) is 2.81σ above unity; the respective value for r(3/2) is 2.06σ. There are no other period ratios with a mean radius ratio > 2.0σ above unity; there is one that is close (1.93σ), and interestingly, that is (3/2) 2 = 2.25. This period ratio is close to 2.2, a value at which Steffen & Hwang (2015) noted a significant excess in the period ratio distribution. The peak in the period ratio distribution at 2.2, however, is probably not associated with the radius feature at 2.25; the latter may be related to resonant chains of 3:2 MMRs wherein the middle planet is non-transiting. Examining the bottom panel of Figure 1 , which splits the calculation into only inner planets in the pairs and only outer planets in the pairs, we observe that the radius ratios for both inner and outer planets are simultaneously enhanced at all first-order MMRs. This simultaneous enhancement is not seen at any other period ratio. In addition, we observe that it is the outer planets that have an enhanced radius ratio at (3/2) 2 = 2.25.
In order to probe the strength of these observations and the extent to which they correspond to the inflation of gaseous envelopes, it is worthwhile to examine how the radius trends change when we limit the sizes of the planets in the sample. We repeat the earlier calculations, but this time, when calculating the mean radius ratio, we only consider planets with R p > 1.8 R ⊕ . This is the approximate lower bound defining sub-Neptune planets (e.g. Van Eylen et al. 2018) . The results for r(2/1) and r(3/2) are shown in Table 1 . The mean ra-dius ratios across these MMRs (as well as 5:4 and 4:3) are still enhanced, but they are less enhanced than the previous calculation. This is, in part, an expected effect of the smaller sample size and dynamic range that results when restricting the calculations to planets with R p > 1.8 R ⊕ . Nevertheless, we suggest that this calculation is the more appropriate one to use if, as we hypothesize in this paper, the radius enhancement is due to tidal heating, since the calculation involves comparisons within populations of planets that are known to have gaseous components.
We summarize these observations as follows: (1) Planets in pairs wide of first-order MMRs have larger average radii compared to those just inside MMRs.
(2) The observed radius difference is more than the typical degree of difference observed across other period ratios.
(3) The effect is weaker but still apparent when restricting the sample to planets with R p > 1.8 R ⊕ . Table 1 . Mean radius ratios. The ratio, r, of mean radii across adjacent period ratio bins of width 0.05 on either side of the 2:1 and 3:2 MMRs (equation 1). As in Figure 1 , the ratios are shown for three separate cases: inner and outer planet pairs together, only inner planets in the pair, and only outer planets in the pair. The middle column uses all planet radii; the final column uses Rp > 1.8 R⊕.
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Physical interpretations
The hypothesis in this paper is that these radius distribution features are produced by tidal heating. However, this is not the only plausible explanation; there are additional factors to consider, and in reality, the observed radius enhancement may be a product of both tidal heating and formation and evolution conditions. First, planets with larger masses are more likely to be found in MMRs than those with smaller masses. This is because the probability of long-term capture into firstorder resonance increases with the total planet to star mass ratio (Goldreich & Schlichting 2014; Batygin 2015; Deck & Batygin 2015; Terquem & Papaloizou 2019) . It is therefore expected that planets in or just wide of MMRs should have larger average masses than those just inside. While this could be related to the radius trends, the mass-radius relation in the super-Earth/sub-Neptune regime is replete with intrinsic scatter due to compositional diversity (e.g. Wolfgang et al. 2016 ), so it is unclear that an enhancement in masses wide of MMRs would necessarily translate to the strong trends in radius.
In addition, Lee & Chiang (2016) postulated that ultra-low-density "super-puff" planets should preferentially be found in or near MMR chains after forming in the outer disk and migrating inwards. This effect may indeed contribute to the radius distribution signatures we have found. Similarly, the features could also be related to systematic differences in planetary core compositions. Though the formation of resonant chains may involve long-range migration, it likely does not require it (MacDonald & Dawson 2018) , so it is unclear how much of a role this is playing.
Regardless of the origin of this trend that wide-of-MMR planets have larger average radii, it is nonetheless useful to examine tides as a potential solution and, more generally, understand the structural implications of strong tidal dissipation in a sub-Neptune. It is expected that the planet's radius would be affected (e.g. Jackson et al. 2008) , but the degree of inflation is not immediately obvious. Ginzburg & Sari (2017) studied tidal heating in super-Earths/sub-Neptunes during the formation epoch and showed that tides could inhibit the rate of accretion of gas from the nebula. Our study is related but distinct in that it pertains to radius evolution on Gyr timescales rather than during the first few Myr.
Radius inflation of exoplanets has been studied almost entirely in the context of hot Jupiters, short-period (P 10 days) giant planets whose sizes are infamously at odds with thermal evolution models (e.g. Guillot & Showman 2002; Bodenheimer et al. 2003; Baraffe et al. 2010; Laughlin et al. 2011) . These planets require the presence of some anomalous heating to account for their distended sizes (e.g. Thorngren & Fortney 2018; Sestovic et al. 2018; Dawson & Johnson 2018) . Tidal dissipation has been one of many proposed origins of this extra heat (Bodenheimer et al. 2001; Gu et al. 2004; Ogilvie & Lin 2004; Winn & Holman 2005; Levrard et al. 2007; Fabrycky et al. 2007; Jackson et al. 2008; Ibgui & Burrows 2009; Miller et al. 2009; Ibgui et al. 2010; Leconte et al. 2010 ), but it is not the favored solution to explain the anomalous radii of all hot Jupiters. These studies have collectively characterized the inflationary behavior of hot Jupiters as they respond to extra heat with variable strength and deposition depth (e.g. Burrows et al. 2007; Ginzburg & Sari 2015; Komacek & Youdin 2017) . While the results for hot Jupiters do not directly translate to sub-Neptunes on account of their different structures, these studies can still aid in the interpretation of new modeling efforts.
THERMAL EVOLUTION MODEL
With the observation of larger average radii for planets in pairs wide of first-order MMRs as our primary motivation, we turn to examine the question of whether the obliquity tide hypothesis offers a consistent explanation. More generally, we wish to understand the impacts of tidal heating on a short-period planet's interior structure and atmosphere. To address this, we build onto the sub-Neptune evolutionary model developed by Chen & Rogers (2016) , which is robust, thoroughly-tested and benchmarked, and publicly available.
The Chen & Rogers (2016) model is an adaptation of the stellar evolution toolkit, Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA; Paxton et al. 2011 Paxton et al. , 2013 Paxton et al. , 2015 Paxton et al. , 2018 . In our implementation, we use MESA version 11554 and MESA SDK version 20190315. The model consists of a spherically symmetric planet with a heavy element core and an envelope dominated by hydrogen and helium. The H/He envelope is evolved using the one-dimensional stellar evolution MESAstar module using several MESA defaults. These include the H/He equation of state from Saumon et al. (1995) , solar values of the metallicity (Z=0.03) and helium fraction (Y=0.25), and low-temperature Rosseland opacities from Freedman et al. (2008 Freedman et al. ( , 2014 . The planet is subject to irradiation flux from its host star, whose evolution is not modeled explicitly. (One can, however, model both the star and planet simultaneously using the MESAbinary module, as has been done by Valsecchi et al. 2015 for hot Jupiters.) Prior to the work by Chen & Rogers (2016) , MESA already included functionality (described in Paxton et al. 2013) designed to model planets down to masses as small as ∼ 0.1M Jup (e.g. Wu & Lithwick 2013; Batygin & Stevenson 2013; Owen & Wu 2013; Valsecchi et al. 2014 Valsecchi et al. , 2015 Jackson et al. 2016) . In order to evolve highlyirradiated sub-Neptunes with masses down to ∼ 1M ⊕ , the model developed by Chen & Rogers (2016) employed several modifications to MESA. They included a new atmospheric boundary condition using the T (τ ) relation of Guillot (2010) , hydrodynamic evaporative mass loss driven by EUV and X-ray radiation from the stellar host using prescriptions from Murray-Clay et al. (2009) , and a physical model (Rogers et al. 2011) to determine the density and luminosity of the heavy-element core. In our implementation, we mostly use a "rocky" composition (70% silicates and 30% Fe), but we consider other compositions in Section 4.3.
Tidal heating
We build upon the Chen & Rogers (2016) model by including extra dissipation in the planet's core. This dissipation is presumed to arise from tides raised on the planet from its host star; we do not model the gravitational tidal interactions or planetary deformation explicitly. Tides are fundamentally complex, and the details of where and how the energy is deposited are uncertain and non-trivial. For fully-formed sub-Neptunes, however, dissipation in the core should dominate over dissipation in the envelope. The ratio of the tidal power deposited in the envelope to that in the core is (Ginzburg & Sari 2017) 
(2)
For M env /M core = 0.01, Q core = 10 2 , Q env = 10 5 , and R p /R core = 2, this power ratio is P env /P core ∼ 10 −4 , indicating that dissipation in the core is significantly more dominant. Nonetheless, it is still important to understand how sensitively our results depend on our choice of deposition depth, so in Section 4.4 we explore alternative heat deposition profiles. The thermal evolution of a sub-Neptune is dominated by the luminosity of its core, since it makes up ∼ 90% − 99% of the total mass. Within existing astrophysical models in the literature (e.g. Nettelmann et al. 2011; Lopez et al. 2012; Howe & Burrows 2015; Chen & Rogers 2016; Vazan et al. 2018a,b) , there are multiple core energy sources that are typically accounted for. The contribution from tidal dissipation has not yet been considered among these, but if the planet maintains an eccentric orbit or non-zero obliquity, this energy will be significant and sustained throughout the planet's lifetime, in contrast with some other core energy sources that only matter early on.
Several sources of core luminosity, L core , are present in the Chen & Rogers (2016) model. We add a term for the tidal luminosity, such that L core becomes
The first term accounts for core cooling following initial formation and differentiation, where c v is the effective heat capacity at constant volume. The second term represents heating from decay of radioactive nuclides. Finally, the last term is the tidal luminosity, which we specify below. We parameterize the tidal dissipation using the viscous approach to traditional equilibrium tide theory (Darwin 1880; Goldreich & Soter 1966; Mignard 1979; Hut 1981; Wisdom 2008; Ferraz-Mello et al. 2008; Efroimsky & Williams 2009; Leconte et al. 2010) . In this framework, the planet's tidal response to gravitational stresses from the star is an equilibrium deformation (tidal bulge). The bulge does not track the star's position exactly but rather lags with a time offset that, in one approach to the theory, may be approximated as constant. The equilibrium tide model effectively condenses the physics of the tidal distortion into a single parameter, Q , the "reduced tidal quality factor", which will be further defined below. It is worth noting that there are many additional tidal models with more complex relations between the phase lag angle and the tidal forcing frequency (e.g. Efroimsky & Williams 2009; Efroimsky 2012; Ferraz-Mello 2013; Storch & Lai 2014; Correia et al. 2014; Boué et al. 2016 ), but given that the specific rheologies of sub-Neptunes are uncertain, we believe that the mathematically and physically simple approach of the equilibrium tide model is appropriate for our goal of deducing the first-order physical response. Let us assume that the planet's rotation rate, ω, has reached equilibrium (at which dω/dt = 0). The equilibrium rate is given by (Levrard et al. 2007 )
where n = 2π/P is the mean-motion, e is the orbital eccentricity, is the planetary obliquity, and N (e) and Ω(e) are functions of e defined by N (e) = 1 + 15 2 e 2 + 45 8 e 4 + 5 16 e 6 (1 − e 2 ) 6 (5)
The assumption that ω = ω eq is appropriate for planets in the regime of our interest, since the timescale to reach this is ω/ω 10 7 yr for a 0.3 AU (e.g. Levrard et al. 2007; Barnes 2017) . With equilibrium rotation, the rate at which tidal dissipation converts orbital energy into heat energy is given by (Levrard et al. 2007 )
with N (e) and Ω(e) as defined above and 
To second order in eccentricity, L tide is approximately L tide (e, ) = 2K 1 + cos 2 [sin 2 + e 2 (7 + 16 sin 2 )]. (9) The quantity K in equations 7 and 9 is
where M is the stellar mass, R p the planet radius, and a the semi-major axis. The two quantities k 2 and Q are connected to the planet's composition and interior structure. The dimensionless Love number, k 2 , is related to the central concentration of the planet's density profile and its deformation response to tidal disturbance. Q = (n∆t) −1 is the annual tidal quality factor (where ∆t is the constant tidal time lag), and it is related to the efficiency of tidal damping. It is custom to combine Q and k 2 into the so-called "reduced tidal quality factor", Q = 3Q/2k 2 .
To get a better handle on the dependence of L tide on e and , we plot the normalized tidal dissipation rate, L tide /K, as a heatmap in Figure 2 . It is clear to see that L tide /K increases strongly as a function of e, and this is especially true for . Particularly for planets in Kepler multiple-transiting systems, which have typical eccentricities of about e ∼ 0.05 (Van Eylen & Albrecht 2015; Mills et al. 2019) , the dissipation rate at high obliquity will be enhanced by several orders of magnitude compared to the zero obliquity case.
For our implementation of L tide into the MESA model, we simplify further by taking e = 0, so as to isolate the effects of obliquity tides. Equation 9 then becomes
In Figure 3 , we plot the magnitude of L tide as a function of a (bottom x-axis) or F/F ⊕ (top x-axis) and log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 . This latter dimensionless quantity summarizes the contribution of the planet parameters (except for R p ) to the obliquity-driven tidal heat flux. We also show contours of the ratio of L tide compared to the incident stellar power, L irr . The ratio L tide /L irr approaches a substantial fraction of about 0.01 for F/F ⊕ 100. As such, we can anticipate that tides will materially alter planetary structures at least at short orbital periods.
RESULTS
With our thermal evolution model now fully specified, we aim to broadly assess how obliquity tides affect planetary structure over a range of parameter space. Accordingly, we generate ∼ 5000 models that vary in four principal parameters: the planet mass, M p ; the fraction of mass in the H/He envelope, f env = M env /M p ; the strength of the incident stellar radiation flux with respect to Earth's, F/F ⊕ ; and the strength of the obliquity tides, which is parameterized with Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 via equation 11. Each model uses a set of parameters that are uniformly randomly selected within ranges specified in Table 2 . We assume solar values for the host star, such that F/F ⊕ = (a/AU) −2 . For each set of parameters, we generate two MESA simulations: one that includes tides and one that is tides-free (the latter of which does not depend on the tidal strength parameter). Each simulation is evolved for 10 Gyr. 
Degree of radius inflation
Our first goal is to globally quantify the magnitude of tidally-induced radius inflation. To do this, we begin by comparing the evolutionary behavior of planets with and without tides. We extract the planet radii for each simulation at 1, 2, ..., 10 Gyr and take the ratios of the radii in the tides and tides-free cases, which we shall denote as R p (tides)/R p (tides-free) and define to be the "degree of inflation". The top panel of Figure 4 shows this quantity as a function of the ratio of the tidal luminosity to the incident stellar power, L tide /L irr , which we also plotted in Figure 3 . The bottom panel decomposes L tide /L irr into component parts: F/F ⊕ = (a/AU) −2 (since we're using solar parameters), and log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 .
It is immediately clear from Figure 4 that tides can quite substantially inflate planetary radii when L tide /L irr 10 −5 . In the regime with L tide /L irr 10 −5 , the extra heat does not perturb the tides-free solution due to the relative dominance of the incident radiation. This is quite similar to the heating threshold for substantial inflation seen in hot Jupiter models (e.g. Burrows et al. 2007; Ibgui et al. 2010) . The threshold arises because, in the case of deep heating, the radius deviates from the non-inflated solution when L tide τ dep /L irr 10 2 (Ginzburg & Sari 2015; Komacek & Youdin 2017) , where τ dep is the optical depth at which heat is deposited. In our case, the deposition depth is the base of the atmosphere; τ dep is dependent on f env but is usually τ dep ∼ 10 7 , which therefore agrees with the threshold occurring at L tide /L irr 10 −5 .
For L tide /L irr 10 −5 , the inflation degree increases sharply and coherently, and it correlates with the size of the planet (and therefore also f env ) in the tides-free case. Typical values are R p (tides)/R p (tides-free)∼1.1-1.5, but planets can inflate up to approximately twice their size in the most extreme cases.
The bottom panel of Figure 4 demonstrates that substantial radius inflation (up to ∼ 100%) can occur for any planets with F/F ⊕ 20 (a 0.22 AU), as long as the tides are strong enough. The horizontal color gradient and cutoff at F/F ⊕ ≈ 400 indicates that planets with F/F ⊕ 400 and/or strong tides cannot be stably evolved using these simulations. This is due to rapid atmospheric mass loss, and it will be discussed in greater detail towards the end of this subsection.
While Figure 4 provides a sense of the typical radius inflation as a function of the tidal strength, we can gain more insight into this behavior by observing how it varies with planetary properties. To do this, it is helpful to condense and interpolate the simulation results to a high-resolution grid. We define such a grid using the four parameters listed in Table 2 . Then, using the R p (tides)/R p (tides-free) ratios at 1, 2, ..., 10 Gyr, we 10 −8 10 −7 10 −6 10 −5 10 −4 10 −3 10 −2 10 −1 L tide /L irr The gray curve with errorbars shows the mean and standard deviation of the inflation within bins of L tide /Lirr. The bottom panel is a different view using F/F⊕ = (a/AU) −2 as the x-axis and the tidal efficiency parameter, log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 , as the colorbar. Simulations that went unstable within 10 Gyr have been excluded from these plots.
construct linear barycentric interpolation functions at each evolutionary age and use these functions to calculate the radius ratios at the gridded values. Figure 5 summarizes the interpolated radius inflation results over the four parameters at an age of 5 Gyr. Each subplot displays the inflation variation within M p and log 10 f env space while averaging over ranges (spanning one half of the total ranges) in log 10 F/F ⊕ and log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 space. In this sense, we have divided the results into four regimes and isolated the effects of varying proximity to the star and tidal dissipation independently.
As expected, inflation is most extreme for closein planets with strong tides (top right panel of Figure 5) . The degree of inflation can reach up to R p (tides)/R p (tides-free) = 1.7 in this averaged sense, but, as shown in Figure 4 , it caps at ∼2. The inflation is next largest in the top left panel, the shortest-period planets with slightly lower tidal efficiency, log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 > 5. This is due to the fact that L tide ∝ a −15/2 ; that is, the tidal dissipation rate is very strongly dependent on the proximity to the star. In all four regimes, the inflation is weakly dependent on M p but very sensitive to f env . This too makes sense given that sub-Neptune radii in tides-free models are most sensitive to f env (e.g. Lopez & Fortney 2014; Chen & Rogers 2016) .
Finally, we note that the white spaces in the subplots of Figure 5 correspond to regimes in which the simulations are unstable. The Chen & Rogers (2016) MESA model runs into issues at low planet masses, envelope fractions that are either very low or very high, and particularly high levels of irradiation. Low density, highly irradiated planets are more unstable to mass loss driven by photoevaporation, and the timescale for this is too fast for the MESA model to resolve it. Moreover, planets that experience strong tidally-induced radius inflation are more susceptible to mass loss due to their low densities.
However, the near-MMR planets that are relevant to this study are mostly in the F/F ⊕ = 10 − 100 range (via inspection of the catalogs from Berger et al. 2018) . They are therefore not in the regime that is largely affected by the instabilities that occur for M p 5 M ⊕ in the top panels of Figure 5 .
Inspection of Figures 4 and Figure 5 shows that the radius and the degree of inflation are not impacted by all parameters equally and, moreover, that analytic relations may adequately describe the qualitative behavior. Here we use power law models to fit the radii (both with and without tides) and the degree of inflation as a function of M p , f env , F p , and Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 . The procedure is similar to that employed by Lopez & Fortney (2014) ; Chen & Rogers (2016) used a quadratic fit instead of a linear one, which resulted in a smaller scatter. Rather than fit the total R p , we fit the envelope contribution to the radius, R env = R p − R core . We approximate the core radius as R core = 0.97M 0.28 core (Chen & Rogers 2016) , which is appropriate for these fits even though the models themselves involved a more complicated relation between M core and R core . Using least-squares fitting, we derive the following power law relationships: tidal heat flux stellar irradiation flux Figure 5 . Radius inflation behavior throughout parameter space after 5 Gyr of evolution. Each subplot shows the average degree of inflation in the tides and tides-free models as a function of Mp and log 10 fenv. The radius ratios are calculated from an interpolation to the simulation results and then averaged over ranges in log 10 F/F⊕ and log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 , which are specified in the axis labels.
The R 2 values for these fits are 0.99, 0.97, and 0.97. It is also worth noting that our fit for R p (tides-free) is in close agreement with Lopez & Fortney (2014) . Their power law exponents for M p , f env , and F p were, respectively, -0.21, 0.59, and 0.044.
These expressions are only an approximation to the simulation results, but they nevertheless illuminate the relative importance of the various parameters. In particular, F p does not matter much in determining R p (tidesfree), but it has a several orders of magnitude stronger influence on R p (tides) and R p (tides)/R p (tides-free). In the latter, F p is in fact the main contribution, and the rest of the parameters contribute roughly equally with three times smaller power law exponents.
Comparison with observations
In Section 2, we showed that the mean radius ratios for planets across the 3:2 and 2:1 MMRs are 1.49 ± 0.24 and 2.06 ± 0.38, respectively, or 1.28 ± 0.23 and 1.64 ± 0.28 when restricted to planets with R p > 1.8 R ⊕ . These latter values are better as comparison metrics, since they involve populations of planets with more significant gaseous components. Broadly speaking, our simulations are consistent with these observational results. Figures  4 and 5 show that radius inflation in the range ∼1.3-2.0 is not only plausible but also common, demonstrating that tidal heating is indeed a possible explanation of the observed radius distribution features.
In principle, one could attempt a detailed comparison between the observations and models by studying the radii of individual planets wide of the first-order MMRs and comparing them with the set of simulated planets. This is challenging though because each observed planet only has a single radius associated with it rather than a ratio of radii; that is, we have no certain knowledge of the radius in the absence of tides. Moreover, the strong degeneracy between f env and the tidal efficiency prohibits any strong constraints on either of these parameters. Even though a population-level comparison may not be useful, it is nevertheless interesting to examine at least a few case studies of known exoplanets; we address this in Section 5.
Dependence on core composition
The simulations presented in the previous sections used a rocky core composition, defined to be 70% silicates and 30% Fe. The Chen & Rogers (2016) model allows for several other core compositions, however, and it is worth examining the sensitivity of the radius inflation with respect to these variations. In this section, we consider another core composition: an "ice-rock mixture", which was also explored in Chen & Rogers (2016) and is defined to be 67% H 2 O, 23% silicates, and 10% Fe.
We generate a new collection of models by varying either f env or Q (1+cos 2 )/ sin 2 and fixing the remaining parameters. Figure 6 displays the fixed parameter values and the results of the models after evolution for 2 Gyr. The degree of radius inflation in the ice-rock core models is consistently higher than that in the rocky core models by ∼ 5% − 10%. This is an expected result given that ice-rock cores have lower densities and surface gravities than rocky cores of the same mass, so they will be more responsive to tidally-induced heating. However, these lower surface gravities also make planets more susceptible to rapid hydrodynamic mass-loss, which is further exacerbated by the atmospheric inflation. The simulations with strong tides and ice-rock cores tend to undergo instability more frequently.
Dependence on deposition depth
The tidal heat dissipation has been isolated to the planet's core in all simulations presented thus far. In the MESA models, this is equivalent to depositing it at the base of the H/He envelope. The decision was justi- fied in Section 3.1 on the basis of our assessment that the tidal power deposited in the core of a fully-formed sub-Neptune is much more significant than that in the envelope (equation 2). Even so, it is still important to check how sensitively our results depend on the deposition depth. For instance, the degree of radius inflation in models of hot Jupiters (albeit planets with much deeper atmospheres than sub-Neptunes) is strongly linked to the depth of heating (Ginzburg & Sari 2015; Komacek & Youdin 2017) . We ran an additional set of models with variable f env but fixed M p = 10 M ⊕ , F/F ⊕ = 100, and log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 = 5, as in Section 4.3. For each set of parameters, we ran two simulations: one with the heat deposited in the core as in all of our previous models, and one with the heat deposited uniformly in the convective zone of the atmosphere. Variations of this latter version are often used in hot Jupiter models (e.g. Ibgui & Burrows 2009 ). The radius estimates resulting from these two simulation types are in close agreement overall. The discrepancy is larger for planets with small f env , and it also increases with evolutionary age, but the difference between the radii in the two simulation types is 5% and most of the times much smaller than this, < 0.1%.
We did not run any simulations using even shallower deposition depths, but, given the inflation mechanism discussed in the next section, it is reasonable to expect that very shallow heating at pressures less than P 100 bars is not capable of inducing substantial radius inflation. The same is true for hot Jupiters (Komacek & Youdin 2017) .
We conclude that, although tides are complicated and the heat deposition profile is not known with certainty, our results are not strongly sensitive to these details, as long as the heating occurs at or below the radiativeconvective boundary. The radius inflation behavior is therefore robust at least to first order.
Mechanism of inflation
We have shown that tides can induce radius inflation that is ∼ 10% − 50% in typical cases and ∼ 100% in the most extreme scenarios. However, we have not yet discussed the inflationary mechanisms. It is intuitive that heating at the base of the atmosphere should lead to envelope expansion, but the structural changes that permit this are not immediately clear. To understand this, it is helpful to examine some of the most highly inflated cases. Figure 7 shows pressure-temperature profiles at the end state of evolution (10 Gyr) for several models that underwent significant inflation, R p (tides)/R p (tides-free) > 1.5. The profiles for both the tides and tides-free cases are shown and are colored by the degree of inflation. These profiles show a clear bifurcation. The tides-free model contains a deep outer radiative zone that extends down to P 10 5 bars, sometimes even lacking a convective region below that. The radiative zone in the tidal model, on the other hand, is quite shallow, extending down to only P ∼ 10 − 100 bars. The larger convective zone and steeper adiabatic profile implies that the planet reaches a higher central temperature and entropy, making for an overall larger radius.
CASE STUDIES
In the previous sections, we considered a large population of synthetic planets with parameters detailed in Section 4 (specifically Table 2 ), and we studied the behavior of their tidally-driven radius inflation. This has been instructive, but it is worthwhile to extend our examination to known exoplanets. In this section, we identify and characterize several planets that are intriguing case studies for potentially experiencing radius inflation.
One subset of known sub-Neptunes immediately comes to mind. This is the population of "super-puffs", or planets with anomalously low bulk densities, ρ 0.1 g cm −3 . Examples include planets in the Kepler-51 (Masuda 2014) , Kepler-79 (Jontof-Hutter et al. 2014) , and Kepler-87 (Ofir et al. 2014) systems. In order to explain their densities, super-puffs are typically inferred to contain large gas fractions (e.g. Chen & Rogers 2016; Hadden & Lithwick 2017) , but it has been a challenge to explain how they could accrete and retain these envelopes and also avoid runaway gas accretion that would otherwise turn them into gas giants (e.g. Lee & Chiang 2016; Ginzburg & Sari 2017; Wang & Dai 2019) . It is possible that some or all of these super-puffs do not actually have such high envelope fractions; rather, their low densities could be generated by strong tidallyinduced radius inflation. The population of super-puffs is therefore a good place to start for the basis of our case studies. We also, however, need to find which of these planets have orbital period ratios just wide of the first-order MMRs.
We begin our search for case studies using a sample of 145 planets in 55 systems with TTV-measured masses from Hadden & Lithwick (2017) . We calculate the period ratios of all pairs of planets within these systems and extract those with period ratios in the ranges (1.5, 1.56) and (2.0, 2.07), i.e. just wide of the 3:2 and 2:1 MMRs. Next, we limit the sample to planets with 2 M ⊕ < M p < 20 M ⊕ and 10 < F/F ⊕ < 1000, such that they fall within the parameter domain of our models from Section 4. Finally, we limit the search to planets with densities, ρ ≤ 0.1 g cm −3 . Planets with densities greater than this threshold could certainly also be tidally inflated. However, for our purposes here, it is useful to examine the most extreme cases.
Using this procedure, we identify 5 planets in 3 systems as potential case studies: Kepler-27 b and c, Kepler-31 b and c, and Kepler-79 d. Kepler-51 c and d would have also been included, but their irradiation fluxes are too small for the parameter domain of our models. We profile these case studies, as well as some of the others in their systems, in the subsequent sections. We begin with the Kepler-79 system because we think it is the most interesting, and we then proceed to the Kepler-31 and Kepler-27 systems.
The Kepler-79 planets
Kepler-79 is an anomalous system with four, very low density planets (Jontof-Hutter et al. 2014 ). The host star -which has properties, M = 1.25 +0.04 −0.04 M , R = 1.30 +0.15 −0.10 R , T eff = 6388 +63 −66 K Johnson et al. 2017 ) -is orbited by a compact configuration of planets with period ratios near a 1:2:4:6 chain of commensurability. The planetary properties are listed in Table 3 , and the adjacent pair period ratios are P c /P b = 2.032, P d /P c = 1.901, P e /P d = 1.556. The CKS team derived the system age to be 1.91 +0.81 −1.05 Gyr. This is slightly lower but consistent with the findings of Jontof-Hutter et al. (2014) , who found the age to be 3.44 +0.60 −0.91 Gyr. Planet d has the most anomalous radius for its mass, (Thompson et al. 2018) ; F/F ⊕ values and radii are from a Gaia DR2 analysis (Berger et al. 2018) ; masses are TTV-derived (Hadden & Lithwick 2017). but the others also warrant exploration. In order to examine whether planet d or any of the others plausibly underwent radius inflation, we fit all planets using both tidal and tides-free models. Our procedure is as follows. Similar to Section 4, we employ the simulation set to construct linear barycentric interpolation functions for R p (tides) and R p (tidesfree) as a function of M p , log 10 f env , log 10 (F/F ⊕ ), and log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 . These interpolation functions are specified at an evolutionary age of 2 Gyr so as to maintain consistency with system's estimated age. We also tested the methods using other ages and did not find strong sensitivity with respect to this.
Using these interpolation functions as radius models, we employ a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to estimate the parameters consistent with the observed radii. We use the affine invariant ensemble sampler emcee (Goodman & Weare 2010; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013 ) using 200 walkers. For both models (with and without tides), we fix F/F ⊕ to the observed values for each planet and let M p float within uncertainties. As such, the only important free parameter in the tides-free model is log 10 f env . The obliquity tide strength log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 is an additional free parameter in the tidal model. Using uniform priors and a Gaussian likelihood function, we collect 5000 MCMC samples, discard the first 1000 as burnin, and use the remaining posterior samples for parameter estimation. Figure 8 shows the posterior distributions of log 10 f env according to the tides-free model. The f env estimates for planets b, c, d, and e are, respectively, 5.6 +1.3 −1.3 %, 8.6 +1.4 −1.4 %, 30%, and 4.5 +2.8 −2.9 %. Even with updated observed radius measurements, our estimates are generally consistent with Lopez & Fortney (2014) , who found 6.6 +0.7 −1.0 %, 8.9 +0.7 −0.9 %, and 36.7 +3.6 −3.4 %, 8.0 +1.1 −1.1 % for planets b, c, d, and e. It is clear to see that planet d is an outlier among the others in the system, which is unusual given typical intra-system uniformity of the Kepler multis (Millholland et al. 2017; Weiss et al. 2018 ). As we now show, planet d's f env might not actually be that large, but rather just appear to be because it has been tidally inflated. Figure 9 shows the 2D posterior distributions resulting from the tidal model fit. We clearly see the expected degeneracy between the tidal parameters and f env ; the degeneracy weakens with increasing orbital period (since tides also weaken with increasing period). The case for tidal inflation is most compelling for planet d, which would require tidal parameters log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 ∼ 3−4 to reach f env ∼ 10%, a value that is much closer to the other planets in the system and the broader population of sub-Neptunes (e.g. Lopez & Fortney 2014; Chen & Rogers 2016) . Figure 9 shows that planets b, c, and e could also be affected by tides, perhaps with smaller obliquities or different tidal parameters.
Kepler-31 c
The Kepler-31 system -whose parameters are shown in Table 4 -is intriguing because the radii of the three confirmed planets decrease with increasing orbital period, which is opposite the typical size-ordering trend (Weiss et al. 2018; Kipping 2018) . The three outer planets orbit their M = 1.12 +0.08 −0.06 M Johnson et al. 2017) host star in a near-4:2:1 resonant chain, with period ratios P c /P b = 2.044 and P d /P c = 2.056. The system is estimated to be 4.7 +0.9 −0.8
Gyr old Johnson et al. 2017) . We apply similar techniques as we did for Kepler-79 to investigate the possibility of radius inflation in this system. Planet b is a strong candidate based on its observed parameters, but its mass makes it too small to study using our simulation set. Planet c is the next 30%. The bottom panel shows the density and contours of posterior distributions of log 10 [Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 ] and log 10 fenv in the tidal model. best candidate given its radius. In Figure 10 , we display the posterior distributions resulting from the two analyses with and without tides. According to the tides-free model, the envelope fraction is f env 30%. If there is tidal inflation, however, the envelope fraction could be much more typical, as low as ∼ 5%.
Kepler-27 b
Kepler-27 is similarly interesting to Kepler-31. The 4.7 +5.1 −3.3 Gyr old system consists of four planets (two confirmed, two candidate) orbiting a 0.89 +0.03 −0.03 M star Johnson et al. 2017) . The parameters of the inner three planets are shown in Table 5 . Planets b and c are wide of the 2:1 MMR, with a period ratio equal to P c /P b = 2.043. Both planets appear to be strong candidates for inflation given their large radii/small densities. We apply similar techniques as we did for the Kepler-79 and Kepler-31 systems. Planet c's stellar irradiation flux is too close to the lower bound of our simulation set's range for satisfactory modeling. Accordingly, we only present results for planet b. In Figure 11 , we display the posterior distributions resulting from the two analyses with and without tides. According to the tidesfree model, the envelope fraction is f env = 17.9 +3.3 −3.4 %. If there is tidal inflation, however, the envelope fraction could be as low as ∼ 3% − 5%.
6. DISCUSSION
Discrepancy between the TTV and RV populations
In Section 2 (and preliminarily shown in Millholland & Laughlin 2019), we found that planets in pairs wide of first-order MMRs have average radii that are statistically significantly larger than planets at other nearby period ratios. These radius distribution features have important implications for the observed discrepancy between the populations of planets with TTV-measured masses and RV-measured masses. A number of authors have noted that TTV planets appear to have systematically smaller densities than RV planets (Weiss & Marcy 2014; Jontof-Hutter et al. 2014; Steffen 2016; Wolfgang et al. 2016; Mills & Mazeh 2017) . This is seen as a ∼ 2σ offset between the two populations in the mass-radius diagram (Wolfgang et al. 2016) .
Observational and sensitivity biases are paramount to a full understanding this discrepancy (Steffen 2016; Mills & Mazeh 2017) . Specifically, the sensitivity of the TTV and RV methods depends upon the planetary physical and orbital properties; TTV sensitivity increases with increasing planet radius and orbital period, while RV sensitivity decreases with increasing orbital period. For a given mass, RV planets will be on systematically smaller orbits (and thereby also consist of systematically denser planets), and for a given radius, TTVs will be capable of detecting planets with systematically lower masses (Steffen 2016; Mills & Mazeh 2017) . Before now, it was unclear whether these biases were sufficient to fully explain the density discrepancy between the TTV and RV populations. However, in this work, we have shown that there are indeed astrophysical (i.e. intrinsic) differences in planets just wide of MMR; they have larger radii on average. Near-MMR proximity is required for most TTV measurements because these orbital configurations yield the strongest TTV signals (e.g. Hadden & Lithwick 2017) . As a result, TTV measurements are biased to near-MMR planets, which have intrinsically larger radii and smaller densities. Both bias and astrophysical differences must explain the TTV/RV population discrepancy; further study is required to deduce the relative importance of these effects.
Future modeling considerations
Simplifying assumptions must be made when studying a system as inherently complex as a planet's interior structure and atmosphere, and our study has made several such simplifications. For instance, our model consisted of a spherically symmetric 1D atmosphere, despite the fact that tidal distortion is by definition a 3D phenomenon. We assumed a H/He-dominated atmosphere and used default atmospheric metallicities and opacities from Chen & Rogers (2016) . We did not consider variations in stellar spectral type. We also did not consider any variations with respect to the time at which the tides become active. These simplifications are appropriate for our attempt at first-order understanding, but in future work, it would be useful to explore more diverse conditions.
The atmospheric metallicity is a particularly interesting parameter for future exploration. High metallicities have been inferred for some Neptune and sub-Neptunemass planets (e.g. Morley et al. 2017 ). The increased opacity at high metallicity will result in the radiativeconvective boundary moving to lower pressures, thereby widening the convective zone. This may increase the efficiency of the tidally-induced radius inflation mechanism, such that the degree of radius inflation is larger for the same amount of heating.
Another interesting direction for future work is the exploration of diverse interior and atmosphere compositions. The densities of many sub-Neptunes cannot uniquely distinguish them between "gas dwarfs" and "water worlds" (e.g. Adams et al. 2008) . Although most auxiliary signatures in the planet population point towards the gas dwarf interpretation, it would be interesting to investigate whether the observed radius enhancement features can rule out the steam atmospheres of water worlds, if the features are indeed a result of tidal heating.
SUMMARY
This work was motivated by an intriguing trend: Planets with period ratios wide of first-order MMRs have enhanced radii compared to planets at other period ratios. More specifically, planets just wide of the 2:1 and 3:2 orbital period ratios are, respectively, 2.06 ± 0.38 and 1.49 ± 0.24 times larger than planets just inside these resonances.
Previous work suggested that these wide-of-MMR planets should have preferentially non-zero obliquities (axial tilts) in order to fully explain the pile-up wide of MMR in the first place. In these high obliquity states, the tidal dissipation that the planets experience is much stronger, inevitably resulting in more heat energy being deposited in the planets. In this paper, we asked the following question: Is the heat from these "obliquity tides" strong enough to inflate the planets' radii, providing a consistent explanation for the observed radius trends? Even if this is not the case, we were also motivated by a broader question: How does the structure of a sub-Neptune planet respond to strong tides driven by excited eccentricities or obliquities?
To address these questions, we adapted a robust thermal evolution model developed for sub-Neptunes by Chen & Rogers (2016) using the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) toolkit. We added an extra source of interior heat presumed to arise from obliquity tides. We deposited this heat in the core, based on an argument that dissipation in the core should dominate over dissipation in the envelope, but our results vary little in any case where the heat is deposited at or below the radiative-convective boundary.
Planets experience significant structural changes when the ratio of the tidal luminosity to the incident stellar power, L tide /L irr 10 −5 . This tidal power is common for planets on short orbits, a 0.3 AU, with reasonable tidal quality factors and obliquities, log 10 Q (1 + cos 2 )/ sin 2 ∼ 3 − 7. In the L tide /L irr 10 −5 regime, the degree of radius inflation is R p (tides)/R p (tides-free)∼ 1.1 − 1.5 in typical cases, but planets can expand by over two times their size in extreme cases. The model radii and degree of radius inflation are well-described by power laws of planetary parameters (equations 12-14). Overall, the results are robust with respect to changes in the core composition and the heat deposition depth. The radius inflation is accompanied by a large expansion in the size of the convection zone.
In the final section, we examined three systems containing "super-puff" planets with very low densities: the Kepler-79 planets (particularly planet d), Kepler-31 c, and Kepler-27 b. These planets are strong candidates for tidally-induced radius inflation. In the absence of tides, all planets would require envelope mass fractions f env ∼ 30%, which is significantly greater than the typical envelope fractions for sub-Neptunes (∼ 1% − 10%). Accounting for tides, the extra heating can generate a large part of these planets' distended radii, thereby obviating the necessity for large envelopes and rather only requiring f env ∼ 3% − 10%.
This work to identify and characterize potential signatures of tidal inflation in the sub-Neptune population is still early, and it is expected to improve with further observations and modeling efforts. NASA's Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) Mission (Ricker et al. 2015) will augment the statistics of this population by allowing radii and masses for additional planets in nearresonant pairs to be measured. In turn, thermal evolution models that include tidal heating will allow us to glean deeper insights into the structures and compositions of these fascinating worlds.
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